Cutting Guide
This is a guide for how many of each file is required for each design. If the design does not feature here you are only required
to cut one file of your desired design.
Bell
Bell Side x 8
Bell Top x 1
Christmas House
Main House
Back x 1
Balcony x 2
Base x 1
Front x 1
Roof x 1
Sides x 2
Mat Layers
Front Mat x 1
Roof Mat x 1
Side Snow Mat x 1
Side Window Mat x 1
Tiles Mat x 1
Porch
Back x 1
Base and Sides x 1
Front x 1
Roof x 1
Mat Layers
Door Mat x 1
Roof Mat x 1
Roof Trim x 1
Window Mat x 1
Garden
Fence Front x 1
Fence Sides x 2
Path x 1
Sides x 1
Top and Bottom x 2

Cutting Guide
Tree and Santa Sign optional
Chimney
Chimney x 1
Chimney Mat x 1
Christmas Pudding
Base x 1
Icing x 10
Pudding x10
Amaryllis
Amaryllis x 2
Calyx x 1
Postbox
Base
Bottom x 1
Side Mat x 6
Side x 6
Top x 1
Middle
Front Door Mat x 1
Front Post Slot Mat x 1
Front Post Slot x 1
Front x 1
Side x 5
Top and Bottom x 2
Top
Bottom x 1
Side Mat x 6
Side x 6
Top x 1

Cutting Guide
Snowman
Hat
Hat brim x 1
Hat Side Mat x 10
Hat Side x 10
Hat Top x 1
Snowman
Body Base x 1
Body x 10
Carrot Nose x 1
Head Top x 1
Head x 10
Coal to decorate (as in picture 5 x
small piece for the mouth, 2 x medium
piece for the eyes, and 3 x large piece
for the buttons)
Tree
Tree x 5
Vase
Base
Base x 1
Side x 8
Top x 1
Vase
Base x 1
Side Mat x 8
Side x 8
Top Trim x 8

Cutting Guide
Victorian Lamp
Base
Base Side Mat 1 x 6
Base Side Mat 2 x 6
Base Side x 6
Base x 1
Stand Side x 6
Stand Top and Bottom x 2
Lamp
Base
Side x 6
Top and Bottom x 1
Lamp
Base x 1
Side Mat x 6
Side x 6
Top x 1
Top
Side Mat 1 x 6
Side Mat 2 x 6
Side x 6
Top and Bottom x 1
Topper x 1

Bauble
1.

Cut one of each file.

2.

Take the largest Bauble piece and glue the
corresponding tabs to the corresponding sides as
shown in the picture below.

3.

Take the small Bauble piece and glue to the open top
of the assembled large Bauble piece.

4.

Take the largest Bauble Top piece and assemble by
gluing tabs to the corresponding sides.

5.

Take the small five sided shape and glue to the open
side of the piece assembled in Step 4.

6.

Take the long Bauble top piece and glue the ends
together to make a circle shape. Glue this to the top of
the completed Bauble Top section.

7.

Glue the completed Bauble Top section to the top of
the completed Bauble Section.

Christmas House
Main House
Back x 1
Balcony x 2
Base x 1
Front x 1
Roof x 1
Sides x 2
Mat Layers
Front Mat x 1
Roof Mat x 1
Side Snow Mat x 1
Side Window Mat x 1
Tiles Mat x 1
Porch
Back x 1
Base and Sides x 1
Front x 1
Roof x 1
Mat Layers
Door Mat x 1
Roof Mat x 1
Roof Trim x 1
Window Mat x 1
Garden
Fence Front x 1
Fence Sides x 2
Path x 1
Sides x 1
Top and Bottom x 2
Tree and Santa Sign optional
Chimney
Chimney x 1
Chimney Mat x 1

Christmas House
1.

Take the Front Mat pieces and the Front piece. Mat the plain Front Mat shapes to the back of the corresponding window cut outs
in the Front piece.

2.

Mat the detailed Front Mat shapes to the front
of the corresponding window cut outs in the
Front piece.

3.

Take the Side Window Mat pieces and the Side
pieces. Mat the plain Side Window Mat shapes
to the back of the corresponding window cut
outs in the Side pieces.

4.

Mat the detailed Side Window Mat shapes to
the front of the corresponding window cut outs
in the Side pieces.

5.

Take the Base piece and the Front piece. Glue
the Front piece to the Base piece using one of
the long tabs on the Base piece.

6.

Take the Base piece and the Back piece. Glue
the Back piece to the Base piece using one of
the long tabs on the Base piece.

7.

Take one of the Sides pieces and glue to one of the short edges of the Base piece using the tab at the bottom of the Side piece.
Repeat on the other side of the Base piece with the remaining Side piece.

8.

Glue the Front, Back, and Sides together using the tabs at the sides.
9.
Glue the Roof piece to the top of the structure
completed in the above steps.
10.

Mat the Roof Mat piece to the top of the Roof piece.

11.
Mat the Tiles Mat piece to the top of the Roof Mat
piece.
12.
Take the pointed Side Snow Mat pieces and glue into
the roof shape at the sides.
13.
Take the remaining Side Snow Mat pieces and glue
beneath the windows on the sides.
14.
Assemble the balconies by gluing the rectangular
section into the top of the detailed piece as shown in the
picture.

Christmas House
Porch
1.

Take the plain Window Mat piece and glue to the back of the corresponding window cut out in the Front piece.

2.

Take the detailed Window Mat piece and glue to the front of the corresponding window cut out in the Front piece.

3.

Take the snow detail Window Mat piece and glue underneath the window on the Front piece.

4.

Take the Door Mat pieces. Mat the plain door shape to the back of the detailed door shape. Piece the smallest piece into the

letterbox cut out in the door piece. Glue this to the back of the door cut out in the Front piece. Mat the door frame piece to the
front of the door cut out in the Front piece.
5.

Take the two Back pieces and glue together using the tab.

6.

Take the smallest Base and Sides piece (this
will be the base) and glue the Back piece to
one of the edges using the longest tab.

Christmas House
7.

Take the Front piece and glue to the opposite side of the Base piece using the remaining long tab.

8.

Take the two remaining Base and Sides pieces and glue these to the small tabs on the Base piece.

9.

Glue the Front, Back, and Sides pieces together using the tabs at the sides.

10. Glue the Roof piece to the top of the structure completed in the above steps.
11. Mat the tile detail Roof Mat piece to the plain Roof Mat piece and then mat this to the Roof.
12. Glue the Roof Trim detail into the roof shape at the front of the completed Porch section.

Garden
1.

Take one of the Top and Bottom pieces and the Sides pieces. Glue the Side pieces to the corresponding edges of the Base piece.

Christmas House
2.

Glue the sides together using the small tabs.

3.

Glue the remaining Top and Bottom piece to the remaining tabs on the Sides pieces.

4.

Glue the Fence Side pieces to the corresponding sides of the completed Garden section.

5.

Glue the Fence Front pieces to either side of the front of the Garden section.

6.

Glue the path so the widest end sits between the two Fence Front pieces and the narrowest end sits where the front door of the
house will be.

7.
Chimney
8.

Take the small, long piece of the Chimney and glue together the ends using the tab at the side.

9.

Glue this into the corresponding cut out in the largest Chimney piece so the tabs are glued to what will be the inside of the
chimney.

10. Glue together the sides of the largest piece using the tabs.
11. Glue the remaining Chimney piece into the base of the Chimney.
12. Mat
Mat
sides.

the Chimney
pieces to the
corresponding

Christmas House
Assembly
1.

Glue the completed Porch section to the front of the completed House section ensuring to line it up with the cut out roof
section.

2.

Glue the completed house to the garden so it lines up with the garden path.

3.

Glue the Chimney onto the roof.

4.

Decorate with Santa Sign and Tree if desired.

Christmas Pudding

Base x 1
Icing x 10
Pudding x10
Cut the files in the quantities stated above.
1.

Take the Pudding pieces and glue together using the tabs at the sides.

2.

Take the Base piece and glue to the tabs at the bottom of the Pudding pieces.

3.

Take the Icing pieces and glue together using the tabs at the sides.

4.

Glue the completed Icing section to the completed Pudding section.

5.

Decorate with holly to finish if desired.

Poinsettia

Calyx x 1
Inner Petals x 1
Outer Petals x 1
Cut the files in the quantities stated above.
1.

Assemble the Calyx by gluing the tabs to the corresponding sides.

2.

Take the Outer Petals piece and glue into the centre of the completed Calyx section.

3.

Take the Inner Petals piece and glue into the centre of the Outer Petals piece.

4.

To finish, decorate the centre of the flower with beads or pearls if desired.

Postbox
Base
Bottom x 1
Side Mat x 6
Side x 6
Top x 1
Middle
Front Door Mat x 1
Front Post Slot Mat x 1
Front Post Slot x 1
Front x 1
Side x 5
Top and Bottom x 2
Top
Bottom x 1
Side Mat x 6
Side x 6
Top x 1
Cut the files in the quantities stated
above.

Postbox
Base
1.

Glue the Side pieces together using the tabs at the side as shown in the left hand picture below.

2.

Take the Bottom piece and glue this to the bottom of the Sides pieces.

3.

Take the Top piece and glue this to the top of the Sides pieces.

4.

Take the Side Mat pieces and mat these to the Sides.

Middle
1.

Take the Sides pieces and the Front piece and glue together using the long tabs at the sides.

2.

Take the Top and Bottom pieces and glue one to the top of the Sides and one to the bottom of the Sides.

3.

Take the Front Post Slot piece and assemble by gluing the tabs to the corresponding sides as shown in the right hand
picture below.

Postbox
4.

Glue the assembled Front Post Slot over the post slot cut out in the Front piece.

5.

Mat the Front Post Slot Mat to the top of the Front Post Slot.

6.

Mat the detailed Front Door Mat panel to the plain Front Mat Panel.

7.

Paper piece the small square Front Door Mat piece into the small square cut out in the detailed Front Door Mat.

8.

Mat the completed Front Door Mat piece to the Front piece.

Postbox
Top
1.

Take the Side pieces and glue together using the tabs at the sides.

2.

Take the Bottom piece and glue this to the bottom of the Sides pieces.

3.

Take the Top piece and glue to the top of the Sides pieces.

4.

Mat the Side Mat pieces to the sides.

Assembly
1.

Glue the bottom of the completed Middle piece to the completed Base piece.

2.

Glue the completed Top Piece to the top of the completed Middle piece.

Snowman
Hat
Hat brim x 1
Hat Side Mat x 10
Hat Side x 10
Hat Top x 1
Snowman
Body Base x 1
Body x 10
Carrot Nose x 1
Head Top x 1
Head x 10
Coal to decorate (as in picture 5 x
small piece for the mouth, 2 x medium
piece for the eyes, and 3 x large piece
for the buttons)
Cut the files in the quantities stated
above.

Snowman
Snowman
1.

Take two side pieces and glue together using the tabs at the sides as shown in the left hand picture below. Continue with
the remaining side pieces.

2.

Take the Body Base piece and glue this to the tabs at the bottom of the completed Body section.

3.

Take one of the Head pieces and glue the bottom tab to the top of the Body section.

4.

Take another Head piece and repeat Step 3 then glue to the first side piece using the tabs at the sides. Continue this all
the way around the body with the remaining Head pieces as shown in the right hand picture below.

5.

Take the Head Top piece and glue to the top of the head to complete the Snowman structure.

6.

Assemble the Carrot Nose piece by gluing the tabs to the corresponding sides.

7.

Decorate the Snowman with the Carrot Nose and Coal pieces.

Snowman
Hat
1.

Take the Hat Side pieces and glue together using the long tabs at the sides.

2.

Take the Hat Top piece and glue to the wide top of the Hat.

3.

Take the Hat Side Mat pieces and mat to the sides of the Hat.

4.

Take the completed Hat section and glue to the Hat Brim, ensuring it is positioned centrally.

To assemble glue to the completed Hat to the completed Snowman. Finish with a ribbon scarf if desired.

Vase
Base
Base x 1
Side x 8
Top x 1
Vase
Base x 1
Side Mat x 8
Side x 8
Top Trim x 8
Cut the files in the quantities stated
above.

Vase
Base
1.

Take the Side pieces and glue together using the tabs at the sides.

2.

Take the Base piece and glue to the wide tabs at the bottom of the Side pieces.

3.

Take the Top piece and glue to the remaining top tabs of the Side pieces to complete the Base section as shown in the
picture below.

Vase
Vase
1.

Take the Side pieces and glue together using the tabs at the sides as shown in the left hand picture below.

2.

Take the Base piece and glue to the narrow tabs at the bottom of the Side pieces.

3.

Take the Top Trim pieces and glue to the inside top of the Side pieces. Glue the Trim pieces together using the small tabs
at the sides as shown in the right hand picture below.

4.

Take the Side Mat pieces and mat to the Side pieces.

To assemble the vase glue the completed Vase section to the completed Base section.

Victorian Lamp
Base
Base Side Mat 1 x 6
Base Side Mat 2 x 6
Base Side x 6
Base x 1
Stand Side x 6
Stand Top and Bottom x 2
Lamp
Base
Side x 6
Top and Bottom x 1
Lamp
Base x 1
Side Mat x 6
Side x 6
Top x 1
Top
Side Mat 1 x 6
Side Mat 2 x 6
Side x 6
Top and Bottom x 1
Topper x 1
Cut files in the quantities stated
above.

Victorian Lamp
Base
1.

Take the Base piece and one Base Side piece. Glue the long tab at the bottom of the Base Side piece to one of the
edges of the Base piece.

2.

Repeat the above step with the remaining Base Side pieces.

3.

Glue together the Base Side pieces using the tabs at the sides to create the shape in the image below.

4.

Take one of the Base Side Mat 1 pieces and mat to the lower face of the completed base. Repeat on the other
faces with the remaining Base Side Mat 1 pieces.

5.

Take one Base Side Mat 2 piece
and mat to the upper face of
the completed base. Repeat
on the other faces with the
remaining Base Side Mat 2
pieces.

6.

Take the Stand Side pieces and
glue together using the long
tabs at the sides

7.

Take one of the Stand Top and
Bottom pieces and glue to
one end of the Stand pieces.
Repeat at the other end using
the remaining Stand Top and
Bottom piece.

8.

The completed Stand can now
be glued into place by slotting
into hole at the top of the
completed Base section.

Lamp
Base
1.

Take the Side pieces and glue
together using the tabs at the
sides.

2.

Take the smallest Top and
Bottom piece and glue to the bottom of the Side pieces.

Victorian Lamp
Lamp
1.

Take one plain Side Mat piece
and mat to the back of a Side
piece.

2.

Take one of the detailed Side Mat
pieces and mat this to the front
of the Side piece used in Step 1.

3.

Repeat the above two steps with
the remaining Side and Side Mat
pieces.

4.

Take one Side piece and glue to
one edge of the Base piece using
the short tab along the bottom of
the Side piece.

5.

Repeat the above step with the
remaining Side pieces.

6.

Glue the Side pieces together
using the tabs at the sides.

7.

Glue the Top piece to the top of
the Side pieces.

Top
1.

Take the largest Top and Bottom
piece and one Side piece. Glue
the tab at the bottom of the Side
piece to one of the edges of the
Bottom piece.

2.

Repeat the above step with the
remaining Side pieces.

3.

Glue together the Side pieces
using the tabs at the sides to
create the shape in the image.

Victorian Lamp
4.

Glue the smallest Top and Bottom piece to the top of the Side pieces.

5.

Take one of the Side Mat 2 pieces and mat to the largest face on one of the Side pieces. Repeat with the
remaining Side Mat 2 pieces on the remaining Sides.

6.

Take one of the Side Mat 1 pieces and glue the smallest face on one of the Side pieces. Repeat with the
remaining Side Mat 2 pieces on the remaining Sides.

7.

Take the Topper piece and assemble by gluing the tabs to the corresponding sides as shown in the picture
below.

8.

Glue the topper to the top of the lamp.

9.

Glue the completed Lamp section to the completed Base section.

